Hospitality Solutions

Improve Customer Care while
Decreasing Operational Costs
Customer satisfaction is of prime concern in any hospitality institution. Today’s
competitive environment requires hotels & resorts to be even more efficient and
cost-effective. Teldio applications target major stress points and provide integrated
solutions that significantly improve worker productivity, enhance guest and
employee experience while reducing operational costs. Our proven solutions can
be tailored to respond to operational problems or challenges, and can be creatively
bundled to forge solutions that meet specific needs.

Streamline Work Ticket Management with Teldio Solutions
EMAIL
GATEWAY

Teldio Email Gateway
Teldio’s Email Gateway integrates with any work management system that can send a work ticket as an email. The
Email Gateway monitors email accounts setup for radio users and forwards any received tickets to radio users or
groups as a Motorola Job Ticket or Text Message. The radio users can then respond to update the ticket status on the
hotel work management system. The Email gateway can also be used as a way to communicate with radios by using
any email client for general information and emergency situations. Email gateway integrates with work management
systems such as:

Teldio Work Ticketing System (WTS)
For hotel properties that would like to dispatch work tickets to their radios but don’t have an existing work management
system, Teldio offers an all in one work order system at a fraction of the cost. With Teldio Work Ticketing System (WTS),
dispatchers and administrators at a desktop computer or with a mobile device can login to a customized web portal and
create work tickets which are then dispatched out to radios as text message, job ticket or to smart devices as an email.
When a radio responds, the responses are logged and shown on the web portal. Each property can customize their
work ticket types, responses and look and feel of the web portal.

Gateway

Productivity improves when radio users receive work tickets, accept jobs, and alert
supervisors when tasks are completed and communication is enhanced.

Improve Hotel Efficiency with Automatic Alarm Notifications

AMS

Managing a hotel is more than just work tickets. Use AMS to keep staff members up to date about the status of
the hotel as a whole.
Teldio’s Alarm Management System (AMS) is an automated, intelligent alarm management and notification system
which can dispatch messages to the right users instantly without the need for user intervention (dispatcher). When an
alarm is raised or a work ticket is generated, AMS immediately sends the notification. Users respond to the notification
to update the alarm or work ticket’s status as it is accepted or declined and closed.

Improve Productivity

Eliminate communication barriers between phone
users (front desk, supervisors, hotel managers)
and mobile workers (housekeeping, lobby workers,
maintenance, security) by adding Teldio’s advanced telephone
interconnect RBX to the radio network. Make and receive group
or private calls directly from MOTOTRBO radios, converse with
phone users in problematic dead cell zones all while eliminating
the recurring costs of mobile communications.

Increase Employee Safety
Ensure both guest and employee safety with the

AMS implementation of Teldio applications. Easily allow

employees to send alarms to the appropriate people
when an emergency situation arises. If a remote worker on
the hotel golf course witnesses an injured guest and calls for
emergency help, either internally or to 9-1-1 operators.

Elevate Guest Experience with
Seamless Communications

From the front desk to the maintenance room MOTOTRBO radios connect workers.
By giving employees the right tools to communicate & collaborate, decision-making
becomes faster, productivity increases, and customer service improves resulting in
happier customers.

Deliver Solutions that Decrease Response Times, Improve
Productivity & Enhance Visibility
Faster Response Times

Work Ticket Integration

Enhance Employee Visibility

Teldio’s work ticketing solutions
significantly reduces response times by
sending work tickets to the most suitable
individual. For example, when a guest
requests extra towels, the front desk sends
the work ticket to the nearest housekeeper.

Teldio’s Email Gateway integrates to
existing work ticket systems that have
pre-existing logic to send work tickets to
the right person depending on its content.
With a seamless email integration to
radios using the email gateway, the work
tickets are delivered to the right radio user
in a timely fashion, keeping them informed
on the go.

Teldio’s indoor tracking solutions
allow administrators to see their
hotel worker’s location in real-time
to be able to dispatch a ticket to the
nearest person or to locate users in
an emergency.

Workplace Efficiency
With solutions that enable phone calls,
email, work ticket integration and location
tracking all in a single radio, users no longer
have to carry multiple devices or be tied
down to a desktop to manage their day-today tasks. Users are kept up to date on the
go to allow for a more efficient workplace.
.

Track Alarm Progress
Administrators can monitor alarm
progress online and use the information
for post-incident reports and auditing.

Common Uses
• A HotSOS ticket is created for a light bulb fix in the hotel gym and that
ticket is automatically dispatched to the Engineering group’s radios
• A user calls the lobby and requests a towel in room 502. The
administrator checks the location of the user by looking at the Teldio
tracking software and dispatches the task to the nearest housekeeper
• There is an issue with the machinery in the laundry room which is
detected by the hotel’s Building Management system which sends that
message as a radio text and an email to the supervisor
• A hotel worker witnesses a crime in progress on hotel property and
pushes the emergency button on their radio to place a call to 911

Work tickets & alarms are sent directly to a worker’s
radio for a quick & reliable response.

Staying Connected
Email Gateway connects mobile
workers to administrators and users
outside of the radio network. By giving
users the ability to send & receive
emails and work tickets directly on
their radios, communication and user
efficiency improves.

Teldio was founded in early 2008 with a primary focus on two-way
radio applications for MOTOTRBO devices and is an Authorized
Application Provider of MOTOTRBO. Teldio has evolved to be a
systems integrator and applications developer delivering solutions
targeted at improving operational efficiency, employee safety &
cost reduction for our customers.

Feature Rich Apps

Scalable Solutions

Teldio has the most feature rich
applications available for MOTOTRBO™
radios. Do more than you ever imagined
possible with your radios!

Once you deploy a Teldio application it’s
a piece of cake to layer on additional user
licenses or complimentary applications to
the network.

Easy to Install

Dedicated Support

Radio networks can be very complex,
that’s why we strive to have the simplest
installation process. Our apps are easier
than ever to deploy.

We pride ourselves on our excellent North
American customer service, and share the
philosophy that with premium products
must come premium support.

Get In Touch!

1.855.743.1333 390 March Rd, Kanata, ON K2K 0G7 teldio.com sales@teldio.com

